A perspective on emergent phase formation is presented using an interdisciplinary approach gained by working at the "interface" between diverse application areas, including solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) and ionic membrane systems, solid state lithium batteries, and ceramics for nuclear waste immobilization. The grain boundary interfacial characteristics of model single-phase materials in these application areas, including (i) CeO 2 , (ii) Li 7 La 3 Zr 2 O 12 (LLZO), and (iii) hollandite of the form Ba x Cs y Ga 2xþy Ti 8-2x-y O 16 , as well as the potential for emergent phase formation in composite systems, are discussed. The potential physical properties resulting from emergent phase structure and distribution are discussed, including an overview of existing three-dimensional (3D) imaging techniques recently used for characterization. Finally, an approach for thermodynamic characterization of emergent phases based on melt solution calorimetry is outlined, which may be used to predict the energy landscape including phase formation and stability of complex multiphase systems.
Introduction
It is well known that the interfaces such as grain boundaries and surfaces play a large role in determining overall materials properties. It is also known that the composition and structure of interfaces is inherently different from bulk materials. For instance, aliovalent dopants, used to tune the bulk point defect concentrations, are known to accumulate at interfaces resulting in spatially varying defect concentrations and potential barriers for charge transport [1] . One solution to this issue has been to target single crystalline or high quality epitaxial films with negligible grain boundary area [2, 3] .
However, polycrystalline materials are low cost, easy to process, and remain the materials form of choice for a majority of energy conversion systems such as fuel cells and batteries. These materials are typically designed to limit phase interactions between the functional materials of the device. For instance, at solid oxide fuel cell operating temperature, chromium (Cr) vapor species may evaporate over chromia-forming alloy interconnects and redeposit as oxide scales resulting in a reduction in oxygen reduction activity and degradation of the fuel cell performance [4, 5] . Despite efforts to limit reactions, there are many examples of emergent phase formation in materials systems occurring during operation or fabrication. This work explores an alternative approach; instead of avoiding phase interactions, how can their formation be understood, controlled, and ultimately utilized as a tool to tune the materials properties?
This perspective article addresses this question using an interdisciplinary approach gained by working at the "interface" between disciplines and applications. A surprising fact in industry specific research topics is that diverse fields such as nuclear energy (including nuclear fuel and waste immobilization materials) and renewable energy areas, including solid oxide fuel cell and Li-ion battery systems, utilize many of the same classes of materials. For instance, fluorite structures such as CeO 2 , ZrO 2 , and derivatives possess high levels of oxygen ion conductivity for use as solid oxide fuel cell electrolytes [6] . In addition, CeO 2 is a well-known surrogate for UO 2 , and the principal actinide components of nuclear fuel UO 2 and PuO 2 also crystallize in fluorite structured oxides [7] . Garnet structures currently being evaluated for solid-state lithium battery electrolytes such as Li 7 La 3 Zr 2 O 12 (LLZO) are similar to based garnets being evaluated for nuclear waste immobilization of lanthanide fission products [8, 9] . Finally, tunnel structured materials such as hollandites which incorporate mobile alkali ions such as Li, K, and Na in tunnels have been looked at as candidate battery electrode materials [10] ; current work in solid state materials synthesis in the nuclear materials realm seeks to engineer the tunnels to block the motion of larger alkali ions such as Cs for immobilization applications [11] . These examples highlight the importance of an interdisciplinary approach; learning how researchers in one application area "promote" transport, may be used in other disciplines interested in "blocking"transport. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of "emergent" phase formation arising during the processing operation of binary phase mixtures. Mixtures or composites are frequently used to tune the materials properties. For instance, in fuel cell and ionic membrane applications, separate ionic and electronic conductive phases offer a flexible way to tune the conductivity by varying the volume fraction of constituent phases. Secondary phase formation or emergent phases can occur in the bulk of the material (three-dimensional (3D)) or can form at distinct interfaces (two-dimensional) such as the electrolyte/electrode boundary. This article compares emergent phase formation in three application areas: (a) solid oxide fuel cells and ionic membrane systems, (b) solid state lithium batteries, and (c) ceramics for nuclear waste immobilization. The initial discussion focuses on the grain boundary interfacial characteristics of model single-phase materials in these application areas, including (i) CeO 2 , (ii) Li 7 La 3 Zr 2 O 12 (LLZO), and (iii) hollandite of the form Ba x Cs y Ga 2xþy Ti 8-2x-y O 16 , followed a discussion of emergent phase formation encountered when these are used in materials systems for their respective applications. Next, a review of imaging techniques that are currently employed to examine the 3D distribution of emergent phases is presented. Finally, an approach for thermodynamic characterization of emergent phases based on melt solution calorimetry is outlined which may be used to predict the energy landscape, including phase formation and stability of complex multiphase systems.
Model Single Phase Materials: Interfacial Characteristics
Oxygen Ion Conducting System CeO 22x . Exactly what is the structure and mechanisms responsible for interfaces which facilitate or inhibit ionic transport? The common lexicon in solid state ionics is to refer to "grain boundaries" as one type of material with the same characteristics. However, researchers in structural ceramics have explored grain boundary phase formation and local structure in alumina based materials as they seek to understand grain growth and failure mechanisms [12, 13] . A recent work has shown that grain boundaries may be disordered or may be interface stabilized phases that are chemically and structurally distinct from any bulk phase [14] .
In the oxygen ion conducting system CeO 2 model, nanocrystalline cerium oxide was shown to have orders of magnitude enhanced electronic conductivity as compared to micron sized grain materials [1, 15, 16] . This enhanced electronic conductivity has been attributed to (i) the reduced enthalpy of reduction at the grain boundaries resulting from the large interfacial area to volume ratio in nanocrystalline specimens, combined with (ii) space charge effects resulting from grain/grain boundary surface contact where electron concentration is enhanced in the grain boundaries while positively charged oxygen vacancies are depleted. Ionic solids are overall neutrally charged, but there are local areas of electrostatic charge commonly known as space charge regions. In ceria systems, a depletion of oxygen vacancies and enhancement of electrons are predicted and experimentally observed leading to a decrease in oxygen ion conductivity and increase in electronic conductivity with decreasing grain size. [17] . The resulting grain size dependent ionic and electronic conductivity values for this system are presented in Fig. 2(b) , and ambipolar dependent oxygen flux for nanocrystalline CeO 2 is shown in Fig. 2(c) . It is noted that Fig. 2 presents the case of pure or slightly doped systems (less than 0.1% or 1000 ppm) where space charge can extend to several tens of nanometers from the grain boundary interface. In highly doped systems (1-10% levels), the space charge region may extend only a few nanometers from the interface [16, 18] . The size effects depicted in Fig. 2 arise from altered defect concentrations and distributions. These effects provide an alternative way to modify the material's defect structure without changing the ratio of the chemical constituents. [17] , (b) ionic and electronic conductivity dependence on grain size at 500 C in air for CeO 2 [17] . (Reproduced with permission from Tuller et al. [17] . Copyright 2009 by the PCCP Owner Societies), and (c) oxygen flux lmol/cm 2 s versus grain size and temperature for CeO 2 nanocrystalline membranes [19] . (Reproduced with permission from Brinkman et al. [19] . Copyright 2010 by Journal of The Electrochemical Society.)
Accompanying the changes in local composition at the interface is volumetric expansion or contraction referred to as chemical expansion [20] . For example, in the CeO 2 materials presented in Fig. 1 , reducing conditions leading to enhanced oxygen vacancies result in linear volume expansion attributed to the larger Ce þ3 reduced state ion as compared to Ce þ4 over the range x ¼ 0-0.2 [21] . Alternatively, if changes in chemical composition may induce strain, then it might be supposed that strain may impact local composition and be used to control transport. Theoretical predictions for the CeO 2 system indicated that compressively strained ceria exhibited increased activation energy for oxygen vacancy migration as compared to tensile strained materials [22, 23] . Quantitatively, they predicted an increase in the conductivity by 4 orders of magnitude with a 4% level of biaxial tensile strain. This type of strain is typically encountered in thin films specimens constrained by a substrate. Experimental works have verified the impact of strain on the ionic conductivity of ceria and zirconia based thin films [24, 25] .
Of particular interest for the consideration of electronic properties is the well-known propensity for dopants to preferentially segregate at grain boundaries leading to changes in local defect concentrations [26] . High resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy has revealed evidence of Gd segregation in both the bulk as nanodomains as well as at the grain boundaries [27] [28] [29] [30] . Figure 3 graphically illustrates the aggregation of M þ3 dopants substituted on M þ4 sites at the grain boundary resulting in decreased oxygen vacancy concentration at the interface. Dopant segregation at the interface also represents a local driving force for emergent phase formation [31] . [34, 35] .
The addition of select dopants was found to decrease pyrochlore phase formation and also demonstrated an impact on the symmetry of the primary crystalline phase. Cubic and tetragonal LLZO were identified by Awaka et al. [36, 37] . In general, lithium ion conductivity of the cubic phase LLZO is higher than that of tetragonal LLZO by 2 orders of magnitude. However, the details of the phase transition between these two phases are not completely understood. Multiple doping strategies have been investigated in order to prevent secondary phase formation and to stabilize the cubic structure of LLZO at room temperature; candidates include aluminum (Al) [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , yttrium (Y) [43] , gallium (Ga) [39, [44] [45] [46] , tantalum (Ta) [39, 47] , niobium (Nb) [48] , and tungsten (W) [49] . Recent studies focused on controlling the grain boundary area by spark plasma sintering in conjunction with high temperature annealing indicated when multiple effects were taken into consideration, samples with a larger grain size exhibited higher total lithium conductivity pointing to blocking role of the interface on ionic transport [46] .
Cs Containing Hollandite Ba x Cs y Ga 2x1y Ti 8-2x-y O 16. Onedimensional tunnel structures have been widely studied for their potential as fast-ionic conductors due to the high mobility of Asite cations in tunnels [10, 50] . One class of these materials are termed Hollandites, which are in the priderite minerals group with a general formula of (K,Ba)(Ti,Fe) 8 O 16 , in which the majority of the M-site is replaced with Ti. Hollandite-type structures can exist in both tetragonal (I4/m) and monoclinic (I2/m) phases, exhibiting tunnels formed by linked oxygen octahedra. The size and geometry of these tunnels serve to facilitate or impede the mobile alkali and alkaline-earth ions that reside on the A-site in these tunnels [11, 51] . The polycrystalline hollandites were originally investigated as sodium and potassium ion conductors exhibiting ion conductivity on the order of magnitude of 10 À4 (S/cm) at 300 C. Later studies evaluated lithium ion insertion into hollandites with multivalent M site dopants such as Fe, Mn for use as cathode materials in lithium ion batteries [52] .
Hollandite structures, similar to those used in the battery work, have also demonstrated the ability to incorporate larger cations in tunnel sites such as cesium which is one of the more problematic radionuclides to immobilize because of its volatility at high temperature and its tendency to form water-soluble compounds [53] . By selective choice of dopants, the tunnels that allow lithium, sodium, and potassium mobility can be tuned to form a bottle-neck, which acts to impede Cs which occupies the available tunnel sites. Early studies of hollandite focused on phase formation with several B-site cations (e.g., Al, Ti, and Fe) but limited Cs-incorporation ($1.3 wt %) [54, 55] . More recent work has demonstrated the stability of high Cs containing compositions. Structural studies demonstrated the higher Cs loading resulting in a framework expansion in the direction perpendicular to the tunnel axis due to the incorporation of the larger Cs ions, resulting in less distortion in the oxygen octahedra and a more symmetric structure [11, 56] . Higher symmetry structures resulted in a more stable hollandite in terms of formation enthalpy with respect to their constituent oxides. Despite increased oxygen to oxygen distance in the tunnel, the values were still small enough to trap the Cs, which is essential for applications as a nuclear waste form.
In addition to atomic features such as tunnel size, microstructural features were shown to affect ion mobility. High Cs-content compositions revealed large rod-like grains and the largest measured total conductivity by impedance methods. Using equivalent circuit modeling to separate bulk versus grain boundary effects in these materials indicated bulk conductivity was similar at high and low Cs loadings; while interfacial resistance was greatest at fine grained (low Cs compositions) [11] . The behavior of the atomistic level tunnel size and the microstructure dependence on cesium concentration is depicted in Fig. 4 . Therefore, the grain boundary "blocking" effect is similar to findings in fields of oxygen ion conductors and solid-state lithium ion conductors. Dual Phase Ionic and Electronic Conductive Systems. Dual phase mixed ionic and electronic conductive (MIEC) materials systems consisting of separate ionic and electronic conductive phases offer an alternative solution to tune electrical and mechanical properties in energy conversion systems. Property tuning appears to be flexible and straightforward in dual-phase MIECs (DP-MIECs), as both the ionic conductors and the electronic conductors have been well developed [1, 57, 58] . However, the performance of DP-MIECs is not necessarily controlled by the properties of individual constituents. Phase interactions and altered interfaces such as grain boundaries play a role in determining the overall performance [31, 59, 60] .
Recent work on the DP MIEC system Ce 0.8 Gd 0.2 O 2-d -CoFe 2 O 4 (composite model system (CGO-CFO) explored "emergent" phase formation in ceramic systems as a tool to control the grain boundary composition and therefore the ionic conductivity. The segregation of Gd dopant and depletion of oxygen vacancies at the CGO-CGO grain boundary observed in single phase CGO is successfully avoided in the composites, leading to superior grain boundary ionic conductivity. This was achieved by a controlled phase reaction between the CGO and CFO phases effectively "gettering" or removing the Gd segregation at the interface into a new, emergent phase consisting primarily of Gd from the grain boundaries of CeO 2 and Fe from CoFe 2 O 4 . Local structural and chemical features of the emergent phase as a function of processing conditions and varying volume fractions of mixtures are still under investigation; however, similar emergent phases were seen [31] 011003-4 / Vol. 15, FEBRUARY 2018
Transactions of the ASME in a similar DP MIEC system consisting of Ce 0.8 Gd 0.2 O 2-dFeCo 2 O 4 (CGO-FCO) [59] . In addition to ameliorating the effects of dopant segregation at the grain boundaries for enhanced ionic transport, the emergent phase itself may participate in the ion or electronic conductive network. Figure 5 displays the (a) dual phase composite conceptually without emergent phase formation where electrons and oxygen ion transport is restricted to the relevant phase. This is contrasted with Fig. 5(b) where the emergent phase was identified as a mixed conductor and hence able to participate in both the electron and ion transport network.
Solid Electrolyte and Electrode Interface in Li-Ion Batteries. Although sufficient room temperature ionic conductivity has been achieved in solid electrolytes [61, 62] , significant issues remain with regards to interfacial polarization resistance to transport at the electrode/electrolyte interface, principally at the anode. The typical approach to improve the interfacial properties has been to apply thin coatings of various materials in order to reduce the polarization resistance. On anode side, ultrathin atomic layer deposition of Al 2 O 3 effectively decreased the interfacial impedance from 1710 X cm À2 of the pristine Li/garnet to 1 X cm À2 of the stabilized Li/atomic layer deposition-coated garnet due to the formation of an energetically favorable Li-Al alloy at the interface that enables wetting of the metallic lithium [63] .
In addition, researchers including Rupp et al. have borrowed strategies from the solid oxide fuel cell and high temperature membrane community by introducing surface microstructural modifications to address this need. A porous LLZO surface structure was infiltrated with Li 4 Ti 5 O 12 electrode material resulting in a ceramic/ceramic composite with demonstrated reversible cycling at low voltages [64] . Higher voltages results in the observation of emergent phases and interactions have been discovered at the LLZO/cathode interface using LiMn 1.5 Ni 0.5 O 4 LMN, with the authors raising the question of applicability of these materials systems at high voltage [65] . In fact, according to DFT calculations for the electrochemical window of LLZO, higher voltage may lead to oxidation of LLZO to Li 2 O, La 2 O 3 , and Li 6 Zr 2 O 7 [66, 67] . Other predictions and experimental results have verified these trends; for instance, LiMn 2 O 4 (LMO) cathodes display a very high voltage around 3.6 V and has been shown to react to form secondary phases when in contact with LLZO. However, even lower voltage cathodes such as LiFePO 4 (LFP) have demonstrated phase reactions with LLZO. In addition, some uncertainty exists in the literature since other high voltage cathode materials LiCoO 2 (LCO) are expected to react, but have demonstrated appreciable phase stability with LLZO [68] .
Interfacial Aspects of Multiphase Waste Forms: Hollandite and Pyrochlore. Multiphase ceramic materials that are tailored to mimic naturally occurring minerals (i.e., unique crystalline structures) that host radionuclide waste elements resulting from legacy weapons production and/or commercial nuclear fuel recycling are termed SYNROC, which is an acronym for synthetic rock, originally developed by Ringwood [53] . Assemblages of several titanate phases have been successfully demonstrated to incorporate radioactive waste elements, and the multiphase nature of these materials allows them to accommodate variation in the waste composition [69] [70] [71] [72] . Many of the elements in the waste stream are known to react with select additives to form stable titanate based crystalline phases of the types perovskite/pyrochlore and hollandite. Elements with a þ3 valance such as the most prevalent lanthanide in the waste stream, Nd [74] . The þ1 valence alkali components Cs and Rb elements in the waste are known to partition to a hollandite structure. The accompanying schematic diagram depicts the multiphase assemblage that consists of SYNROC-C containing perovskite/ pyrochlore and hollandite type phases (Fig. 6 ).
An issue that occurs during processing of the multiphase crystalline ceramic waste forms is the formation of emergent, secondary phases. For instance, Smith et al. multiple other phases such as intermetallic alloy particles, grains of calcium aluminum titanate, and titanium aluminate [76] . Formulations containing Mo waste elements often form well-known alkali molybdates such as Cs 2 MoO 4 with poor aqueous durability [77] . In current SYNROC formulations targeting waste streams from potential commercial nuclear fuel recycling in the United States, the Cs containing hollandite and pyrochlore phase containing the most prevalent lanthanide Nd as Nd 2 Ti 2 O 7 constitute a majority of the phase assemblage (combined $80%), therefore understanding interfacial interactions are of prime interest.
Emergent phase formation in these materials is driven by the overall stability of the constituent materials as a function of composition (dopant identity and concentration) as well as dopant segregation at grain boundary interfaces. In select materials combinations, a BaNd 2 Ti 5 O 14 phase has been observed [75] and the impact on retention of radionuclides is ongoing. Additional work is warranted on the intentional introduction of phases during processing with the aim to study how they affect isotope retention and radiation stability.
Discussion
Spatial Mapping/Imaging. The review of "emergent" phase formation in fuel cell/membrane, battery, and nuclear materials has indicated the potential for dramatic impacts on system performance. Ultimately, the overall materials properties will be determined by the 3D spatial distribution of the emergent phases [75] Journal of Electrochemical Energy Conversion and Storage FEBRUARY 2018, Vol. 15 / 011003-5
and advanced imaging techniques are required for chemical, structural, and microstructural characterization. Various imaging techniques are available for this effort, including focused ion beam-scanning electron microscopy, transmission X-ray microscopy, atom probe tomography with a wide range of spatial resolution and field of view as summarized in recent reviews [78] . At the atomic scale, atom probe tomography has recently been used to evaluate the 3D local chemistry and associated potentials in ionic conductive materials such as doped ceria, revealing the inherent complexity in grain boundary structures [79] . Recently, X-ray tomography in 3D was also utilized as input to thermodynamic to estimate spatial distribution of electrochemical fields, such as electric potential and oxygen chemical potential in MIEC materials [80] . At the mesoscale, X-ray nanotomography has been utilized to characterize the composition and 3D microstructure of the MIEC CGO oxygen ion conductive phase and a CFO electronic conductive phase, revealing the spatial distribution of the GFCCO "emergent" phases as shown in Fig. 7 [60] . Focused ion beam-scanning electron microscopy serial sectioning has become well established for 3D imaging of multiphase materials with energy applications including solid oxide fuel cell materials and can also incorporate element-sensitive imaging through the use of backscatter electron imaging or energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy methods [81] .
Imaging has also been probed to evaluate the local composition and spatial distribution of emergent phases in nuclear material systems including hollandite [72, 82] . Material system modeling that can incorporate elemental release and the interconnected microstructural network of phases to better understand the material systems' performance and degradation is also a need that needs to be addressed [83] .
Thermodynamic Characterization of Emergent Phases. Throughout this article, the discussion has centered on the observation of emergent phase formation, spatial distribution, and impact on properties; however, the question of "why" they form including the details of the local thermodynamic energy landscape that favor emergent phase formation is an open question. Thermodynamic measurements such as calorimetry provide a direct measure of the energetics including formation enthalpies of resulting structures. This information is essential for the rational design of materials and prediction of their long-term performance and stability. High temperature oxide melt solution calorimetry is a versatile technique for studying the energetics of formation, solid solution mixing, phase transition, and order/disorder in ceramics making it a general tool with diverse applications in geochemistry, mineralogy, materials science, ceramics, and solid-state chemistry [84] . The design and applications of Calvet-type heat flow calorimeter and the method of high-temperature oxide melt solution calorimetry is based on work by Navrotsky [84] .
In many cases, the detailed structural features and thermodynamic properties of emergent phases such as GFCCO have not been well characterized. Calorimetery can provide standard formation enthalpies, entropies and other thermodynamic data as a function of temperature and phase transformations which allow the prediction of emergent phase formation conditions and stability of the resulting phase in composite systems [85] . For example, in Fig. 8 , the known enthalpies of formation from the oxides DH f;ox (KJ/mol) of CGO, CFO, GFO (Perovskite), and GFO (Garnet) [86] [87] [88] are plotted for comparison, revealing that the GFO (Garnet) structure is the most thermodynamically stable. However, the GFCCO emergent phase which forms in this system has a more complex set of dopant substitutions and has not yet been characterized; the position on the plot is undetermined and is symbolized by a "?," Once the formation enthalpies of emergent phases are determined, their relative stability in the multiphase assemble age can be determined from examining a number of potential reactions pathways. This approach of energy landscapes has been outlined in multiphase ceramic waste form to determine the most likely phase assemblage for hollandite and perovskite mixtures [85] . In the CGO-CFO system, one example of potential reactions can be written as Once the enthalpy of formation of GFCCO is measured, the absolute values of the reaction enthalpy DH rxn;GFCCO can be calculated. Using this approach, Fig. 8(b) displays a plot of enthalpies of several candidate reactions of GFCCO (DH rxn;GFCCO ) relative to other competing phase assemblages including GFO (P), GFO (G), CFO, and CGO. Thermodynamic data acquisition and data analysis along these lines is needed to predict emergent phase formation and stability of multiphase assemblages in ceramic composites. In fact, many emergent phases could potentially represent nonequilibrium phases that form under the specific boundary conditions of synthesis in composites or under particular operating conditions. For example, excess lithium stoichiometry in select-layered cathode materials only form under specific charging conditions V [89, 90] . Fig. 7 (a) Orthographic revealing the 3D structure of CGO-CFO systems [60] . (Reproduced with permission from Harris et al. [60] . Copyright 2014 by Nanoscale Owner Societies) (b) 3D representation of varying Cs content observed in single-phase hollandite Ba 1 [82] . (Reproduced with permission from Cocco et al. [82] . Copyright by 2017 Journal of the American Ceramic Society.)
Conclusion and Perspectives
A comparison of emergent phase formation in three application areas including solid oxide fuel cells and ionic membrane systems, solid state lithium batteries, and ceramics for nuclear waste immobilization revealed striking similarities. The behavior of model single-phase materials in these application areas including (i) CeO 2 , (ii) Li 7 La 3 Zr 2 O 12 (LLZO), and (iii) hollandite of the form Ba x Cs y Ga 2xþy Ti 8-2x-y O 16 displayed a similar behavior of grain boundary "blocking" effect toward ionic conductivity. Emergent phase formation encountered in multiphase systems applications is dictated by bulk thermodynamics, and local concentration gradients resulting from dopant segregation at interfaces. The resulting phase assemblage can either improve or impede ionic transport depending on emergent phase structure and distribution as determined by an array of potential 3D imaging techniques. Additional studies of the thermodynamic parameters, which determine the propensity for emergent phase formation, and stability of complex multiphase systems would be particularly useful. Studies at the interface between disciplines provide unique case studies for understanding materials behavior; knowledge in one application area (constrict tunnels in hollandite to immobilize cesium) can be used in other areas to enhance mobility in tunnels (enhance Li, Na, and K alkali motion in hollandite for battery applications).
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